
custom order base pricing 2021

fully iced buttercream cakes 
single tier buttercream cakes 
     6inch serves 16-20 - $135 
     7inch serves 22-26 - $150 
     8inch serves 30-36 - $165 

two tier buttercream cakes  
       small serving 30+ $250+ 
       medium serving 40+ $270+ 
       large serving 50+ $300 
       xtra large saving 60+ $345+ 

   
Please note this is BASE pricing. Our cakes are fully 

custom and are based on design / how much time it will 
take for us to decorate the cake. 

8inch and two tier large / xtra large cakes are not going 
to appear as cylinder/tall. 

naked cakes with fresh florals 
single tier cakes 
     6inch serves 16-20 - $115 
     7inch serves 22-26 - $130 
     8inch serves 30-36 - $150 

two tier cakes  
       small serving 30+ $215 
       medium serving 40+ $235 
       large serving 50+ $265 
       xtra large saving 60+ $290 

floral type is bakers choice (we stick to a color scheme) if 
there are exact florals that need to be matched we will need to 

get a quote and pricing may be subject tot change

cupcakes 
gourmet cupcakes 

custom orders require a minimum or 1 dozen per flavor.  
  pricing - $44 / dozen 

If you would like a mix of flavors we have eight flavors available 
daily! we can mix and march from our case flavors the week of 

your order with zero minimums per flavor.  

traditional cupcakes  
vanilla, chocolate, or funfetti cupcakes topped with  

a vanilla / chocolate buttercream swirl.  
  pricing - $30 / dozen 

*toppers can be added at an additional charge 

traditional cupcakes  
vanilla, chocolate, or funfetti cupcakes topped with a vanilla 

bean swirl, fresh florals, mini macarons, calligraphy macarons. 
  pricing - $70 first dozen  

$5.33eah after one dozen minimum is met 

serving suggestions 
cake - we suggest to serve 65-85% of your guests. not everyone eats cake 

custom macaron  
one and a half dozen minimum  

one color / flavor 
$54 

any amount can be ordered after 
 the minimum is met at $3/macaron 

example - 50 macarons $150 (2 colors 2 flavors) 

macaron towers 
4 tier tower - 50 macaron -$165 

5 tier tower - 72 macarons - $250 
6 tier tower - 95 macarons - $295 

7 tier tower - 125 macarons - $400 
8 tier tower - 160 macarons - $500 
9 tier tower - 200 macarons - $625 

10 tier tower - 240 macarons - $750 
the above pricing includes the macarons and the stand. 

if the stand is returned to us with ALL parts within 7 days of  
pickup you will receive a $20 refund for 4-6 tier towers  

and a $35 refund for 7-10 tier towers 


